Multi Billion UBS Support for Health and Climate Abusers Has to End

Talking up “UBS’s ongoing commitment to sustainable investing” in its annual report, the bank’s Chairman and CEO refer shareholders to a number of “ground-breaking initiatives”. Of course two ‘ground destructive’ and water polluting ‘initiatives’ involving major UBS clients don’t get a mention in the bank’s official dispatches, but they do on the back page of this briefing – we’re talking about Energy Transfer, the company behind the Dakota Access Pipeline, and Duke Energy.

And for any talk of sustainable investing at UBS, let us present a $15 billion elephant in the room: the amount (see graph) which we conservatively estimate UBS splashed on the most polluting, most harmful to communities and most carbon-intensive forms of fossil fuel in 2013-2015.

UBS has got to start tackling its deeply unsustainable lending to dirty energy companies full on, and in urgent, much more convincing ways than the recent tinkering with its coal policy, which was disappointingly ‘updated’ last month.

Remarkably, while almost every other major European bank has now closed the door on financing coal mine projects globally, the new UBS policy fails to do so. The Paris Agreement on climate change has been effective since November – UBS needs to cut out direct financing for coal mining, and fast. Equally, on coal power financing, the bank should now be in drastic catch-up mode. Eight other European banks have totally excluded direct coal power plant financing worldwide, yet the new UBS policy again fails the global climate challenge by only ruling out coal plant finance in high-income OECD countries.

Such a policy gap leaves UBS vulnerable to massive public protest in the developing world, for instance in the Philippines, already a major battlefront in the global campaign against new coal plants. Over the last three years UBS has provided $240 million in financing for Korea Electric Power Corporation and San Miguel Corporation, two companies planning new coal plants in the Philippines. To keep on supporting clients intent on major new coal expansion would contribute to smashing the now widely accepted global carbon budget.

In the Philippines and elsewhere, UBS must stop financing companies which have more than 30% of their business tied to coal or mining, or which burn more than 20 million tons of coal per year.

A large number of proposed coal plant and coal mine projects in the Philippines are provoking huge opposition across the country.
Between 2014 and 2016, UBS provided and arranged $1.3 billion in financing to Duke Energy, one of the most notorious polluter companies in the United States, and the object of numerous criminal violation charges by federal prosecutors.

UBS is backing a loser – Duke currently has a clean-up liability for its criminally negligent coal activities totalling $4.5 billion – and the bank must now join the Norwegian Pension Fund in blacklisting this serial public health and climate offender from future financing.

In February 2014, environmental organisations were already suing Duke Energy for the negligent handling of its waste when 140,000 tons of coal ash and toxic waste water from one of Duke's coal-fired power stations spilled into North Carolina's Dan River. For 112 kilometres the river was coated with toxic gray sludge from 60 years of burning coal.

The coal ash spill into the Dan River was symptomatic of Duke Energy's negligent handling of waste from its coal-fired power plants. Coal ash is the waste material left after coal is burned, and it contains a host of highly toxic substances which pose grave risks to human health when released into the environment. Yet the company continues to dump much of its coal ash in unlined – and leaking – earthen pits next to waterways.

Since the Dan River catastrophe in 2014, Duke has been responsible for four other major spills into North Carolina's rivers, the most recent being the Lee plant which had three coal ash ponds – containing roughly one million tons of coal ash – fully flooded by the Neuse River in October 2016. The company stores more than 114 million tons of coal ash in 32 dumps in North Carolina and, according to State environmental officials, all of Duke’s unlined waste pits are contaminating groundwater at these sites.

State legislation now requires Duke Energy to provide a permanent source of clean drinking water to the more than 800 residents using wells within 800 metres of its leaking coal ash waste pits – the price is estimated at $29.5 million dollars.

Lawsuit settlements for eight of 14 sites require Duke Energy to fully excavate approximately 37 million tons of industrial waste at 23 of their 32 leaking coal waste pits. The price of the clean up is estimated to cost $4.2 billion dollars. Lawsuits are still pending by Waterkeeper Alliance and other groups for the remaining sites, with the largest waste pits containing 77 million tons – or 68% percent – of Duke Energy’s coal ash. More legal settlements requiring full excavation at these remaining sites could drive future clean up costs to more than $12 billion.

In September 2016, the Norwegian Pension Fund fully divested from Duke Energy, selling 4.7 million shares worth approximately $335 million. After more than a year of investigation and engagement with Duke Energy and its subsidiaries, the Norwegian Council of Ethics made the divestment decision “due to the unacceptable risk of these companies being responsible for severe environmental damage.”

No matter how it might attempt to wriggle out of its responsibility for Duke’s repeat attacks on the environment and public health, UBS’s $1.3 billion input has contributed to these atrocities. The bank simply has to stop financing Duke Energy, and now.

As more highly controversial fossil fuel pipelines in the US such as Keystone XL are being prepared to come down the financing track, it can only be assumed for now that UBS may be tempted again. If it involves itself in more such projects, however, it is a certainty that it will face an escalation in global public protest.
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